ON SOME ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS IN THE THEORY OF THE "FACTORISATIO NUMERORUM"
BY P . ERDÖS (Received December 2, 1940) Let 1 < a, < a2 < . . . be a sequence of integers . Denote by f (n) the number of representations of n as the product of the a's, where two representations are considered equal only if they contain the same factors in the same order . As far as I know the first papers written on the subject are those of L . Kalmár,' who proved by using the methods of analytic number theory that if at _ k + l then r f(r) _ P '(P)
[1 + OMI, p is defined as the unique positive root of ~(p) = 2 . He also gives estimates for the error term . Another paper on this subject is that of E . Hille z He obtains among others the following results : Let p1 < p2 < . . . be a sequence of primes and a, < a2 < . . . the sequence of integers composed of these primes, then In the resent we assume that 1 p paper a s + , converges for every a and that the a's are not all powers of a,, then we prove that
where , = 1, p > 0 . The proof will be elementary. a; First we need 2 Lemmas .
Follows immediately by considering those products in which ak is the first factor, and summing for a t . which proves the first half of (5) . The proof of the second half of (5) will be slightly more complicated . Put F(n) = c',(n + 1)P. It suffices to prove that li~m cr, > 0 . From [n ¢k n 1 I we obtain by (4) aak Thus c"(n -/-1)" ? min (n + 1)" Ci = min c{ (n + t)" 1 1 -E p i5n ak5n ak iSn ag>n ~k -2 -2
Hence by induction
We have from (4) P c,, n" < max ci F -+ 1, n ak (dk c,, < max ci +1" . n i52
The product on the right side (if extended to ínfinity) converges since , I ", >2m ak T ak ak IIk converges . This proves lim ca > 0, and completes the proof of Lemma 2 Now we can prove our theorem . Suppose that (3) does not hold, denote
Similarly we obtain that for the x satisfying a,"aem 5 :r . S a, ct;-rn(1 + k)
Let -m be sufficiently large and such that F( m) > (C -S)(m + 1) P. Clearly a fixed k exists (depending only on c and C) such that for every x satisfying mcx5 m(1+k) (7) F(x) C + c (x -+ -l.)P 2
Now let ai be the least a which is not a power of a, . Consider any x satisfying
x . -. a rnaz x < ma,.
(1 + k) . We have by (4), (6), (7) and 1 °1 ali a{ (s) (4), (6) and (11) we obtain as in (8) a,5a a, a,~u a a,:
Finally we obtain for al -'Alm 5 x _<_ akAim (k fixed, m sufficiently large) Then from (13) and (4) Thus lim F(x) > c. This contradicts (6) and completes the proof of our (x + 1)P theorem .
It is easy to see that in our theorem, we can replace the assumption that I a converges by the following slightly more general one : There exists aj'+a k > 0 such that E k converges, and E log a, converges too. a, a, Let ak = k }-1 . By using Lemma 2 we can prove that constants cl and cl exist, 0 < c2 < c, < 1, such that for infinitely many n nP .f(n) > e(log n)CI
